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Abstract

To remain an attractive model, skeleton-based implicit surfaces have to allow the design and display of shapes at interactive rates. This paper focuses on surfaces whose skeletons are graphs of interconnected curves. We present subdivision-curve primitives that rely on convolution for generating bulge-free and crease-free implicit surfaces. These surfaces are efficiently yet correctly displayed using local meshes around each curve that locally overlap in blending regions. Subdivision-curve primitives offer a practical solution to the unwanted-blending problem that ensures \$C^1\$ continuity everywhere. Moreover, they can be used to generate representations at different levels of detail, enabling the interactive display of at least a coarse version of the objects, whatever the performance of the workstation.

Categories and subject descriptors: 1.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling–Curve, surface, solid and object representations;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Convolution Surfaces, Levels of Detail, Implicit Surfaces.

1 Introduction

Implicit surfaces are defined as the set of points \( P \) verifying an equation \( f(P) = c \), where \( f \) is a scalar “field function”, and \( c \) is a given iso-value. The advantages of this representation are well-known [3]: these surfaces surround a closed volume, whose in-out function eases the computation of intersections along rays or with other objects. Shapes of any topology can be easily created using several primitives that blend their field function contributions. Moreover, local and global deformations can be incorporated in the construction tree.

However, although they have been introduced in Computer Graphics for many years now [2, 12, 21], implicit surfaces are not as popular as parametric surfaces for performing modeling tasks. One of the main problems is the lack of parameterization which makes the interaction with implicit shapes very difficult. The second problem is the high cost, in the general case, of the calculation of the field function that generates the surface. This can be easily understood: the theory tells us that any 3D shape can be represented by a skeleton, defined as the locus of the centers of the maximal spheres included inside the object [1]. This skeleton is a graph of interconnected curves and surface patches. Generating implicit surfaces without unwanted creases and bulges from such complex skeletons requires the use of convolution, which is known to be computationally expensive [4, 16].

This paper presents a solution to the interactive modeling and display of implicit shapes whose skeletons are graphs of branching curves. As shown in [19], this restricted set of skeletons still covers a number of useful cases. Our solution relies on convolution surfaces and on levels of detail (LOD) for defining subdivision-curve implicit primitives that can be displayed at interactive rates.

Section 2 discusses related works. Our first contribution, described in Section 3, is the introduction of the subdivision-curve primitive, which uses convolution for allowing the definition of implicit shapes at different levels of detail. Section 4 presents a new closed-form convolution kernel that allows the definition of implicit surfaces of a varying radius along a skeleton curve. The third contribution, described in Section 5 is a simple method for the
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interactive display of blended subdivision-curve primitives, based on locally-overlapping meshes. Section 6 shows that the subdivision-curve representation offers a practical solution to the unwanted blending problem, which ensures $C^1$ continuity everywhere. Sections 7 and 8 discuss results and possible extensions of this work.

2 Related works

2.1 Modeling complex shapes with implicit surfaces:

A recurring question in implicit modeling: What is the most efficient way to model a given 3D shape? Should we blend a few, complex primitives, or many simple ones? Should we, rather, define the object using a sampled-field representation?

Blending simple primitives: Among the practical solutions used in implicit shape design, the most common one consists in blending a large number of very simple primitives such as point skeletons, which sum their field contributions. Controlling these points is quite intuitive. However, the number of primitives needed for modeling a given shape shape can increase to an arbitrarily high value (think of modeling a locally planar surface, for instance). As a consequence, computing the field function at a given point may become very expensive.

Sampled-fields: A practical solution for avoiding this cost consists in sampling the field function over a 3D grid. Then, linear interpolation can be used for computing field values anywhere in constant-time. This approach was recently used in a real-time sculpting system [8]. The additional field contributions created by simple tool-primitives are progressively incorporated to the sampled-field. However, this representation is not well suited to deformations and animation: no structure is stored and the object would have to be re-sampled through the grid if it is moved or deformed.

Convolution surfaces: In theory, any 3D object can be entirely defined from a geometric skeleton, i.e. a graph of interconnected curves and surface patches, provided with radius information that describe the object’s local thickness. This skeleton, or approximated versions of it, can be computed from sampled-points on the surface [1, 19]. Directly generating implicit surfaces from these continuous skeletons requires the use of convolution surfaces [4], otherwise creases and bulges would be generated. Defined using integrals of field contributions along primitives, convolution surfaces were long considered as very expensive models. To avoid this cost, Ferley [9] defined a relatively complex solution for generating smooth branching between skeleton curves. However, this method only worked for modeling the branching between three curves, which was quite limiting.

The first implementation of convolution surfaces [4] relied on the precomputation and storage of sampled field values. This increases efficiency but requires large volumes of memory. An alternative is to find closed-form solutions for integrals. Such solutions were recently given for a number of classical kernels, convolved with a restricted number of simple primitives such as line-segments [16]. However, no kernel resulted in a closed-form solution when integrated along a free-form curve.

The method studied in this paper belongs to structured modeling based on convolution surfaces. Our aim is to generate a surface from a graph of free-form curves, provided with a varying radius parameter. Such curves offer a compact yet intuitive definition of an object’s shape, well suited to deformations and animation.

2.2 Interactive display and levels of detail

Solutions for interactive display: The lack of parameterization has long been an obstacle to the interactive display of implicit surfaces. When only local editing of the shape is performed, real-time visualization can be obtained through incremental polygonisation [8]. However, this yields high memory costs since a huge data-structure has to be stored.

In constructive approaches, alternative methods have been used for displaying very quickly approximated representations of the designed shape. The simplest solution is to display non-blended versions of the primitives [14] or offsets of the skeletal elements [15]. Witkin [20] uses particles, rendered as discs oriented along the normal, for displaying sampling points on the designed surface. Desbrun [7] rather displays a piece-wise polygonisation, defined by closed-meshes surrounding each implicit primitive. Each of the meshes samples the region of the implicit volume where the contribution of the associated primitive is the highest (this region is called the primitive’s territory). Unfortunately, this results in local “cracks” between parts of the surface sampled by different meshes, as shown in Figure 1. Moreover, the number of polygons linearly increases with the number of primitives, which is unfortunate since some of them may be hidden inside the implicit volume. For instance the polygons generated between two blended point-primitives in Figure 1 are hidden, and serve no purpose since lips do not use to break into pieces.

The LOD paradigm: Whatever the representation, very complex objects will need an arbitrarily large number of
polygons to be displayed. Parametric models cope with this problem using the level of detail (LOD) paradigm: a region of interest, or an object that is close to the camera, will be displayed at a fine scale, while coarser representations will be used elsewhere.

To become well suited to interactive modeling, implicit surfaces have to obey this paradigm: at least a coarse version of a shape should be available for interactive display, and refined versions should be generated where and when needed.

Although already studied in the sampled-field representation [18, 11, 10], the LOD paradigm has never been used, to the authors knowledge, in the constructive implicit modeling framework. There, the intuitive way to achieve this would be to progressively simplify (respectively refine) the skeleton that defines the surface, yielding a more efficient field evaluation (respectively, a more detailed shape). However, finding implicit primitives that allow a continuous alteration of the shape when their skeletons are simplified or refined is not easy. In particular, the classical distance surfaces that achieve blending by summing the skeleton contributions, would result in a bulged version of themselves if a skeleton segment refines into two sub-segments.

Our new subdivision-curve primitive, introduced next, is a first solution to this problem, since it provides several approximations of the desired shapes at different LODs.

3 The Subdivision-Curve Implicit Primitive

3.1 A subdivision-curve skeleton

In the remainder of this paper, we consider implicit surfaces generated by skeletons which are graphs of interconnected curves, described with a varying radius along each curve segment.

As stated earlier, generating a representation at several LODs can be done by refining or simplifying the skeleton. This requires the use of convolution for generating the surface. Indeed, thanks to the properties of the integral, convolution surfaces maintain a constant shape when a skeleton primitive breaks into pieces. This allows for a continuous variation of the shape during refinements and simplifications. However, we have mentioned that although there are closed-form solutions for convolution along line-segments, there is no solution yet for convolution along a free-form curve.

Our basic idea consists of using a subdivision-curve as a skeleton. Subdivision-curves (see for instance [17]) are limit curves of a series of polylines, that are recursively computed using “corner cutting” techniques. These polylines provide the LOD representations of the curve we are looking for.

For instance, let us consider curves defined using Chaikin’s subdivision mask: The user gives a control polyline \((c^0) = (c_0^0, ..., c_{m-1}^0)\). This polyline can be used as a skeleton to generate a first, coarse approximation of the shape. If a finer representation is required, the line is recursively subdivided. This is done by using:

\[ c_i^j = r_{i-1} c_i^j + r_0 c_i^{j-1} + r_1 c_{i+1}^j \]

where \( c_i^j = c_i^{j-1} \) if \( i = 2k \), and \( c_i^j = \frac{1}{2} (c_i^{j-1} + c_{i+1}^{j-1}) \) if \( i = 2k + 1 \).

If \((r_{-1}, r_0, r_1) = (0, \frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2})\), the limit curve is an uniform quadratic B-spline. If \((r_{-1}, r_0, r_1) = (\frac{1}{4}, \frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{4})\), the limit curve is the well known cubic uniform B-spline.

In practice, the user may like to slightly modify this model by defining two kinds of joints in the initial polylines: those that should be smoothed, and those, called “sticking joints”, that should remain un-changed. In consequence we are using a modified version of Chaikin’s mask, where a control point is replaced by two points only when it is not marked as a sticking joint. See figure 2.

Subdivision-curve implicit primitives are computed by convolving a polyline, which is the representation of the subdivision curve at a given LOD, with a well chosen kernel. We will come back to the choice of an adequate kernel in Section 4.
3.2 Specifying a varying radius along subdivision-curve

Associating a non-constant radius parameter along a subdivision-curve is easy: the user defines radius values \( R_i \) at the joints of the coarse control polygon that is used for defining the subdivision-curve. These values are interpolated for defining a radius \( R(u) \) at any parameter \( u \) along the curve. When the skeleton curve subdivides, new radii are associated to the new vertices using the same subdivision mask as for vertex positions.

However, taking a local radius value into account during convolution can be a problem. Classical methods for generating surfaces of varying radius modify the distance \( d(P) \) used in the field function computation by either dividing it by \( R(u) \), or subtracting \( R(u) \) from it, where \( u \) is the parameter of the curve point that is the closest to \( P \) (see [9]). This approach cannot directly be used in a convolution surface scheme: the field value integrates contributions along the curve rather than using the distance to the closest point. Thus, taking a varying radius into account is not easy. Incorporating it inside the convolution integral would certainly spoil the chance of finding any closed-form solution.

We will see that the new convolution kernel presented below solves the problem, since its closed-form solution for convolution along a line-segment is based on the distance to the closest point on this line.

4 Choice of a Convolution Kernel

4.1 An efficient infinite-support kernel

Our solution is based on the use of \( h(r) = 1/r^3 \) as convolution kernel, \( r \) being the distance from a given point to the curve. The field function that results from this new kernel along a line-segment primitive \([C_1, C_2]\) is:

\[
f(P) = \frac{(\sin(\alpha_1) - \sin(\alpha_2))}{d^2(P, H)}
\]

where \( d(P, H) \) is the distance between \( P \) and its projection point \( H \) on the line-segment support, and where the angles \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) are the signed angles \([PH, PC_1] \) and \([PH, PC_2] \), respectively (see Figure 3).

Computing this field value does not take too many operations, since sine values are easily computed using scalar products. In comparison with the number of operations given for the finite support polynomial kernel in [16], we get:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of operations</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>/</th>
<th>+ or -</th>
<th>sqrt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New kernel</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polynomial kernel</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Numerical experiments showed that the new kernel has about the same performance as the polynomial one.

In practice, the convolution surfaces we use are generated by taking the iso-surface of iso-value \( iso = 1 \) of the convolved field.

4.2 Modified field for generating surfaces of non-constant radius

The closed-form field value at point \( P \) given in Equation (1) relies on the distance \( d \) to the closest point \( H \) on the segment skeleton. This allows us to generate a surface of a non-constant value along the skeleton. As stated earlier, the user defines radii at each control point of the skeleton curve, so a radius \( R(H) \) at point \( H \) can be interpolated from the radii at the segment extremities.

The surface is set to a varying radius by replacing \( d^2(P, H) \) in Equation (1) by \( d^2(P, H) / R(H) \), where:

\[
D(P, H) = \sqrt{\frac{d(P, H)}{R(H)}}
\]

With this expression, the surface will tend to have the radius \( R(H) \) if \( P \) is near the center of a very long primitive, since sine values in Equation (1) then tend to 1. As in conventional convolution models, the local surface thickness is smaller than the specified value near the extremities of a primitive. Moreover, if the user has specified different radius values along a subdivision-curve primitive, the surface thickness will change accordingly along the primitive, since \( R(H) \) changes with the projection point \( H \).

5 Interactive Display

The method we use for the interactive display of subdivision-curve primitives is an extension of the adaptive sampling method introduced by Desbrun [7]: Sample-points are sent along given axes by each skeletal element in order to sample the element’s "territory", i.e. the region
where its field contribution is the highest. Sample-points may start from a previous position when they converge to the iso-surface, enabling the use of benefits gained from temporal coherence. This feature is essential for increasing efficiency during interactive modeling or animation sessions. This idea of temporal coherence is also very interesting in our subdivision/refinement framework: it will allow sample points to migrate from their previous position when a skeleton refines. However, two problems have to be solved for generating an efficient yet good quality display:

- Associating individual meshes with each skeleton primitive is inefficient for neighboring primitives (see Figure 1).
- Gaps between local meshes appear in Desbrun’s method, since sample points are stopped at the limit of their associated primitive’s territory.

Our solutions to these two problems are the following: First of all, we generate a single mesh around each subdivision-curve primitive. Mesh nodes are attached to specific segments of the line, and converge to the iso-surface along fixed axes, as was done in [7]. When the subdivision-curve refines, nodes are attached to smaller line-segments and their associated axes are modified accordingly. This increases the quality of results, as shown in Figure 4, and reduces the number of generated polygons compared to the use of several disconnected meshes as in Figure 1.

![Figure 4. Interactive display of a lips model using the subdivision-curve methodology. The skeleton is made of two user-defined control-polylines that do not blend (left). Our display method associates a closed mesh to each of the curves (center and right). A non-constant surface radius is specified along the lines. The subdivided subdivision-curves are displayed on the right.](image)

Secondly, we avoid discontinuities when several subdivision-curve primitives blend together by extending the region sampled by each mesh: instead of only sampling its primitive’s territory, a mesh is set to sample the region of the implicit surface where the parent primitive’s field value plus a given constant (0.5 in our implementation) is higher than any other contribution. This creates local overlapping regions between neighboring meshes, as shown in Figure 5, thus increasing the visual quality of the interactive display.

![Figure 5. Implicit surfaces generated from the skeleton in Figure 2, made of two curves that sum their contributions. The local overlapping between the two closed meshes used for display yields quite a good quality visual result, without altering performances.](image)

6 Avoiding Unwanted Blending with Preserved Smoothness

Modeling and animating complex shapes requires the ability to use a restricted blending graph. For instance, the loops of the snake’s body in Figure 6 should not blend together.

Current solutions to the unwanted blending problem [13, 6], do not maintain the $C^1$ continuity of the shape everywhere, since the field at a given point is defined as the maximal contribution from groups of skeletons that blend together. This solution results in a union of volumes, possibly creating tangent discontinuities in regions where blending properties change.

Modeling with subdivision-curve primitives offers a practical solution to the problem: we use the skeleton, i.e. our graph of interconnected subdivision curves for defining blending properties, stating that a line-segment blends with its immediate neighbors, and that blending is locally transitive. Now, we have to avoid unwanted blending between segments that are very far away with respect to the topology of the graph, as the folds of the snake in Figure 6. To do so, we integrate the field at a point $P$ by recursively adding the contribution of the segments that are nearest to $P$, and the contributions from their neighbors, but stopping along a curve as soon as a contribution can be neglected. Then, if a long curve loops and then folds back, the two folds will not blend together. This method yields $C^1$ continuity since a contribution is disregarded only when it is negligible. However, it should be noted that it only gives a partial solution to the problem: generating very close branches that do not blend cannot be done using our method.
7 Results

The stylized kangaroo example in Figure 7 illustrates the kind of shape we can generate with our approach. The object is displayed at two different levels of detail. The left hand-side model only relies on 27 line-segment primitives for approximating the subdivision-curves that constitute the skeleton, while the right hand-side model uses 216 line-segments. Knowing that computing the field contribution of a line-segment takes a constant time, computing the surface on the left is about 8 times faster than computing the one on the right, if the same number of points are used to sample them.

In practice, there is usually no need to compute a fine mesh along a coarse version of a subdivision-curve as only a coarse representation of the object will be displayed. Figure 8 shows different representations of the same shape obtained by adapting the mesh resolution according to the resolution of the underlying skeleton.

8 Conclusion

Subdivision-line primitives define free-form implicit surfaces that can be displayed in real-time by adjusting the LOD at which a surface is represented. This is done in a framework of structured modeling, where objects are edited by applying deformations to the skeleton curve. These two features make the model very well suited to interactive modeling systems where the user could first display a coarse version of a shape, and then adjust details by “zooming” (i.e. increasing the LOD) in the region where the skeleton curve is to be edited.

Subdivision-curve primitives would also be a good model for generating animation sequences, since the skeleton curves give an intuitive way to apply motion and deformations to objects. If these primitives were used in an interactive animation system, an automatic, error-driven, refinement/simplification procedure would have to be settled for automatically tuning LODs, using criteria such as the size of a primitive on the screen.

Lastly, interesting future work would consist in extending our methodology to surface primitives, thus offering the possibility to model any 3D shape. A closed-form convolution primitive already exists for triangles [16], and could be used for generating subdivision-surface primitives based on triangle subdivision schemes. Closed-form primitives could be searched for quadrilateral primitives, since many subdivision schemes such as Catmull-Clark scheme [17] rely on quadrilateral elements.
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